
 
 

MAX EBERLE’S 

8-Day Essential Pool 
Skills Boot  Camp  

 
Although this is a Free Boot Camp with your request for this information and your 
signup to Max Eberle’s informative and Free email newsletter, you have 
permission to share this pdf with friends and family who may want to improve 
their pool game by emailing it to them or sharing on facebook etc.  Or you may 
direct them to  so they too can benefit from signing up.   maxeberle.com
  
Max Eberle is a Professional Pool Player from the USA, the winner of hundreds of 
pool tournaments, the Author of Zen Pool, the Creator of the Powerful Pool DVD 
Series, and a sought after private instructor.  He has competed and given 
exhibitions throughout the Americas, Europe, and Asia.   
 
Welcome to this informative Boot Camp to help take your pool game to even 
higher levels! 
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DAY 1 of Boot   Camp! 
 

 
 

Link to the Day 1 Boot Camp Video 

 

Video bullet points… 

The foremost important thing in mastering pool is to control your hands and 
the pool cue. 

GRIP HAND (at back end of cue) 

• The grip at the back end of the cue should not be too tight or too loose (imagine 
you are holding a small live bird and do not want to hurt it or let it fly away) 

• Too tight or stiff of a grip leads to poor back swing and follow through.  
• Too loose a grip (fingers barely gripping, only the finger tips touching the cue) will 

lead to less power, feel, and control.   
• A good grip controls the cue without being too tight. 
• A good grip cradles the cue in the fingers. 
• You need not twist the wrist of your grip hand in or out during the follow through. 
• Let the grip hand hang straight down from your elbow. 
• Have control over the cue with your grip hand.  

GRIP POSITION ON CUE 

• The grip will be approximately over your back foot (your right foot if you are right 
handed) 

• The grip will be in a position so that your forearm is close to vertical when the tip 
is precisely next to the cue ball. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QxdJ9BLAwQ


• Get your grip hand into shooting position before you assume your stance. 

BRIDGE HAND 

• An "Open bridge hand" is great as long as it is solid without moving during your 
stroke. 

• To form the open hand bridge, make a "tent" with your hand and fingers, and 
make a "V-Groove" between your thumb and index finger. 

• Make the bridge solid by forming it before you place it on the table. 
• The bridge should be ready before, or just as you place it down on the table, if 

you wait to stabilize it, your accuracy and consistency will suffer. 
• Allow for a close to level cue with specialty rail bridges when shooting off the rail.   
• Control your cue asap before each shot. 

BRIDGE DISTANCE FROM CUE BALL 

• Keep the V-Groove of your bridge hand 6-12 inches from the cue ball as a 
guideline. 

• Too close will prevent power and too far may hinder accuracy.  Find the right 
spot for you by watching great players and experimenting.   

Now Go Run Racks! 
  
Max Eberle  
  
 

DAY 2 of Boot   Camp! 

 

 
 

Link to the Day 2 Boot Camp Video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oERENGX-DH4


Video bullet points… 
 
Find the stroking line once you have control over the cue. 

• AIM KEY:  Find the "ghost" cue ball by finding where the cue ball must be at the 
moment of contact with the object ball. 

• Put your cue on the line passing through the center of the cue ball and the center 
of the ghost ball. 

• KEY: Find the stroking line BEFORE you take your stance, do NOT get down on 
the shot and then find the stroking line, this leads to massive inconsistency.   

• First develop the ability to stand behind the cue ball and find the stroking line.   
• AIM KEY: Find the contact point on the object ball and stand behind the cue ball, 

aim while standing and without shooting, use judgement to figure out how to hit 
the contact point on the object ball with the round cue ball.   

Thank you, now go run some racks! 
  
Max Eberle 
  
 
 
 
  

DAY 3 of Boot   Camp! 
  

 
 

Link to the Day 3 Boot Camp Video 
 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlxLE6aDodA


Video bullet points… 

• Setting up on the Stroking Line 
• Consistently put your back foot on the stroking line at the perfect distance. 
• Find your balanced stance then find where your back foot is and measure foot's 

distance to the cue ball with your cue or eyeball it.   
• Setting up:  Put cue on stroking and stand behind the cue with tip at the cue ball, 

now place your back foot under the end of the cue and step into your stance with 
eyes on the stroking line.   

• Or... get closer to cue ball and put cue stick by the cue ball and get into stance.   
• Find a repeatable way to set up on the stroking line for consistency. 
• Main thing is to find the stroking line and set up back foot on that line in the same 

place.   
• Your precision will pay off enormous dividends on the table! 

Thanks and go run some racks! 
  
Max Eberle 
  
  
 
 
 

DAY 4 of Boot   Camp! 
 

 
 

Link to the Day 4 Boot Camp Video 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6idsEh8aUC0


Video bullet points… 
 
THE STROKE 

• The stroke is a throwing motion like in other sports. 
• You are throwing the cue without letting go. 
• There is a back swing and a follow through. 
• Do not stop the cue stick at the cue ball. 
• Get into the habit of following through the cue ball. 
• Throw the cue right down the stroking line. 
• Don't stroke on a line other than the stroking line, ie. Don't steer the cue. 
• The whole point of first finding the stroking line is to actually stroke on that line. 
• Keep your head and body still. 
• Pull your backswing back further for more power. 
• Pull back less for soft shots. 
• Having a perfectly level stroke is mostly myth. 
• Usually you will stroke and follow through downwards slightly into the cue ball. 
• The stroke is "close to level," unless elevated when required as in jump or masse 

or draw shots off the rail.   
• The follow shot stroke is the most level stroke.  

Stay tuned for Day 5... until then, practice hard! 
 
Thank you and go run some racks!         
Max Eberle  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DAY 5 of Boot   Camp! 

 

 
 

Link to the Day 5 Boot Camp Video 

 
Video Highlights… 
 
HOW TO ADJUST YOUR AIM WHEN USING SIDE SPIN 

• Striking the cue ball anywhere on the center vertical axis does not greatly affect 
aim, ie. hitting top or bottom spin will not change your aim very much if at all.   

• Hitting the cue ball with side spin will cause deflection.  For example: striking the 
cue ball with "2 tips" of left English will cause the cue ball to deflect to the 
right.  Therefore you must aim more to the left to pocket the object ball.   

• More side spin and more speed = more deflection.   
• Learn to adjust your aim with scientific practice and feel.   
• THROW is between the cue ball and object ball and refers to the spin on the cue 

ball "throwing" the object ball off of the line of centers.  So right English would 
throw the object ball to the left, slightly.   

• Throw will not affect your aim nearly as much as deflection.   
• Know your plan with side spin before you set up your stance so that you can 

factor this adjustment in aim and still have a balanced, powerful, winning set up... 
and make your shots! 

Thank you my friend, practice hard and go run some balls! 
  
Max Eberle 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HX_gD33TFhA


DAY 6 of Boot   Camp! 
 

 
 

Link to the Day 6 Boot Camp Video 
 
 

Video bullet points… 
 
CUE BALL CONTROL    

• Start with the basics of stop, draw, and follow. 
• Being able to stop the cue ball on straight in shots at all distances is necessary 

and will help with all other shots. 
• The stop shot stroke is like a draw shot, just slightly softer.  
• Develop speed control with backspin. 
• Jumping the cue ball off the table is normal when learning to draw, to avoid this 

make sure you have chalk, a solid bridge, a smooth stroke, and a smooth 
backswing.  Make sure you actually strike the cue ball where you intend, instead 
of dipping down on your final stroke and scooping the cue ball into the air.   

• On a draw shot, do not pull the cue back right after striking the cue ball, instead, 
follow through as this is what produces the backspin on the cue ball.  Only pull 
back if the cue ball is coming back fast into the cue tip.   

• Develop the discipline to pick a spot for the cue ball to land. 
• This will allow rapid improvement. 
• Set up a shot exactly the same and shoot it until you land the cue ball on the spot 

you picked.  Even if it takes one hour to do this.   
• Only being able to land the cue ball in a large position zone will not suffice to 

beat a champion.   
• Develop fine-tuned speed and direction control with your cue ball with relentless 

practice and perseverance.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEqPgN90xdA


Thank you and go run some balls! 
  
Max Eberle 
 
 
 
 

DAY 7 of Boot   Camp! 
 

 
 

 
 

Link to the Day 7 Boot Camp Video 
 

 
Video bullet points… 
 
STRATEGY 

• Decide which shot to shoot and the order of all subsequent shots. 
• 8-Ball:  Plan your whole run out before you begin.  Look at the position of the 8 

and any problem balls to help plan your run.  Look for shots that "feed into" each 
other, this will help you plan your pattern or "road map." 

• Picking a good sequence of shots will win you many games.  
• Think at least your 3rd shot ahead. 
• Play to get an angle on the 2nd shot that will be conducive to playing position on 

the 3rd shot in your run out.   
• Usually avoid getting straight in on a ball, unless it is the best option.   
• Line of position:  The cue ball travels towards or away from the next object ball 

on the correct angle, giving you more leeway in your speed control. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyik00_pdHs


• Crossing the line of position requires fine speed control. 

Thanks, practice hard and go run some balls! 
  
Max Eberle 
 
 
 
  
 

DAY 8 of Boot   Camp! 
 

 

 
 

Link to the Day 8 Boot Camp Video 
 

 
Video highlights… 
 
POWER DRILL, a tool to fine-tune your stroke and stance.   

• There is always something to work on in your game. 
• It's all about consistency. 
• This is a drill to fine tune your stroke, aiming, and ability to hit center ball.  You 

will want to practice it at soft, medium, and hard speeds.  Pay close attention to 
each result so that you can make corrections.  Keep your head and body down, 
and still.   

• Set up a long and straight shot as in the video.   
• Shoot a stop shot and try to achieve the cue ball stopping perfectly with zero 

sidespin.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1dZPbqHf5I


• Shoot it with a draw stroke and have the cue ball come back with only backspin 
and zero side spin.   

• Shoot it with follow and have the cue ball follow the object ball into the pocket at 
all speeds with only top spin and zero side spin.   

• KEY:  Do NOT MOVE BODY with the stroke.  This adds too many variables to 
the motion and makes calculated improvement almost impossible.   

• Pay attention to your stroke along with your result, this will help you straighten 
and groove your stroke.  Ask yourself, "did my stroke end up on the stroking line 
at the end of the follow through?"  After you stroke you must stay down and 
pause in order to see clearly if you did indeed follow through straight.   

• Becoming skilled at hitting center ball with this drill will increase your ability to 
accurately judge how much spin you put on the ball when you need  side spin.  

• This drill will help all aspects of your game.   

 
 
 

Thank you for joining my Free 8-Day Essential 
Pool Skills Boot Camp!   
 
Keep your eye on your email inbox for new, free, 
and informative messages, as well as the latest 
new product announcements and discounts.   
 
Best wishes to you in your continued 
improvement.  
 
Remember to practice with focus and keep 
enjoying this beautiful and challenging game.   
 
See you soon… 
 
Max Eberle 
 

 



Dear Friend,  

If you have not yet been exposed to my more advanced and in depth training programs 
or books, here is some info with a link for you to check out… 

 

 

Link to Video explaining the Powerful Pool DVD Set 
 

“Max, I purchased the dvd set about two weeks ago. and already have seen great 
improvement in my game. I have always been a decent player but had reached a 
plateau and could not figure out why I was not improving. 

The answer was the basic …fundamentals that you teach in the dvds, secrets that I had 
never learned. Now I am concentrating on aligning my shots properly and all my shots 
are going in on a regular basis and my cue ball control has also improved greatly. 

I recently played a couple of players that I used to have trouble beating and this time I 
beat them rather easily.  Hope there may be another set of dvd’s on the way.” 

Mark Parsons, Insurance Agent.  Salisbury, MD 

 

“I think Max’s DVDs and the book are the best I’ve ever seen, very professional, thanks 
Max for sharing!!!”  

Pedro Custodio 

 

http://maxeberle.com/dvd/


 

 

 

 

 

 
Order Your Set Here 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://maxeberle.com/dvd/


Free Bonus Section: 
 
 

ZEN POOL “Quotes” 
(From the book Zen Pool, Awaken 
the Master Within, By Max Eberle) 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
  

"One who seeks enlightenment does not complain about the 
hardships entailed on the journey; rather, the difficulty 

becomes joy as he knows a prize worthy of achievement makes any 
trouble in attaining it miniscule by comparison." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 
 

 
  



"Having the attitude that every single shot you ever take is 
unique will help keep you present in what you are doing, a trait 

found in all great players." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 "In order to improve your game, all you must do is want it badly, 

believe it is possible, and go for it full tilt even when your 
results appear otherwise.  You have got to be dedicated and 

willing to make changes that will help you in the long run." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 

 

 
 

"A mind cluttered with outer or inner chaos will find it 
difficult to direct the body into playing run out pool.  However 
one will also need to use one's mind in playing pool, and this is 

the focus aspect that comes with meditation."  
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 
 

 
 
 

"Bringing Zen into anything you do would be to add a deeper 
quality of meditative awareness into your activity." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 



"Zen is a branch of Mahayana Buddhism which strongly 
emphasizes the practice of moment-by-moment awareness and of 
'seeing deeply into the nature of things' by direct experience."  

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 

 
 
 

"In this sense, playing pool is Zen in that it does require your 
present moment awareness, the enlightenment that comes from 
the accumulation of direct experience, and the contemplation 
of the many nuances which are inherent in your self and in the 

game."  
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 

 

 

"If you are awake in "the now," you will have more mental energy 
available to plan what you intend to do on the table.  Putting 

mental energy into planning will also help make useless 
thoughts disappear and bring you into the present moment." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"Once you have made a plan and it is time to enact your shot-
making process, you can use mental energy to help direct the 

physical process and allow your mind to be quieter in terms of 
thoughts and words--yet still be engaged with the eyes, body 

and the shot you face in creating the 'pre-meditated' outcome." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 
 

 
 
 

"Pay attention to the inner silence instead of the outer or inner 
chaos." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 

 
 
 

"Similar to the benefits touted by meditation, I have often 
experienced a reduction of stress and an elevated mood after 

practice sessions and even tournament play." 
  

 -- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
"When you achieve high levels of play and experience flashes of 
brilliance that turn the table into your playground and the cue 
ball into an extension of your mind, all of that hard work and 
perseverance somehow seem to be worth all the effort." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle - 



"One great thing about pool is that it requires a multi-
dimensional awareness for your body, mind, and spirit.  Knowing 
everything about pool will not help if you cannot control your 
body to make your plans happen.  Knowing everything and being 
able to do it is also not enough if the motivation or "spirit" is 

absent.  There must be a certain amount of joy or desire in order 
to "Zen in" on playing the game."   

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 

 
 
 

"It is no accident that the greats of almost anything  
also happen to love doing it more than most people." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

"The physical aspect of playing pool is a dance that requires the 
coordination of your entire body.  It is not only about hand-eye 

coordination; it is hands-eye coordination and even body-
hands-eye coordination." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 



"Not surprisingly, you will find that top pool players are gifted 
in other sports as well, and willing to train for countless 

hours, months, or years to perfect their technique."   
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 
 

 
 
 

"Just the effort of attempting to improve your form will 
increase your won body awareness, help your game, and serve a 

yoga-like benefit to your life."   
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 
 

 
 
 

"With a focused, calm, and awake mind, body and spirit, you will 
continually learn more and more and even develop your own 

understanding about what it means to play Zen Pool." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

"Zen is a place where you feel safe and can focus on something, 
whatever it is that interests you.  Zen is where you can really 

look into something and find the beauty in the details." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 



"To say peace is involved in Zen does not exclude the possibility 
for passion and intense focus in what one is doing.  Focusing 

with passion on something we love to do is peaceful to our soul 
in the moment."   

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 

 
 
 

"The purest form of Zen I can think of in relation to pool...I am 
in the moment, enjoying the process, working to succeed--yet 

not wondering about whether my desired result will happen.  I 
keep in feel and in imagination the image of my shot while 
immersed in the process:  aware, in control, and relaxed." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 

 
 

"I am in the moment, enjoying the process, working to succeed--
yet not wondering about whether my desired result will 

happen.  I keep in feel and in imagination the image of my shot 
while immersed in the process:  aware, in control, and relaxed." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"In the Zen state, you are on top of everything from your body 
to the balls and the table conditions and yet it is relaxed 

awareness."   
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 
 

 
 
 

"Zen puts you in touch with yourself and the shots so that you 
can make the proper adjustments required to hone your shot-

making system and get "in the zone," or just play really well 
consistently." 

  
-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 

 

 
 

 
 
 

"There are different levels of the zone and the more Zen you are 
on a regular basis the more frequent and powerful the zone will 

be." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"Improving at pool consists both of an honest search for faults 
with a daily eagerness to work on correcting them, and the 
diligent gathering of new and useful knowledge.  No matter 
how good you become, it is constructive to always consider 

yourself a student of the game." 
  

-- ZEN POOL Awaken the Master Within, by Max Eberle -- 
 

 

 

 

 

Click here to order your own copy of Zen Pool   

 

 

Or click here to see if there is a Free Copy of Zen Pool 
special with a purchase of the Powerful Pool DVD Set 

 

 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing 
your story of improvement!   

See you soon… 

Max Eberle 

http://maxeberle.com/164-2/
http://www.maxeberle.com/dvd
http://www.maxeberle.com/dvd

